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Here's everything a child needs to fully enjoy the fun and creativity of the Boogie Monster story,

music, and dance experience. Josie Bissett's inspiring new book comes with furry Boogie LegsTM

(plush leggings that are one size fits most kids) and an original CD of rollicking dance tunes by

Recess Monkey. Kids read the book aloud with their parents, and then transform themselves into

Boogie Monster by simply donning their Boogie LegsTM, following the story and dancing to the

music. Everything comes in a colorful re-useable gift folio with magnetic closure a wonderful gift for

parents, grandparents and children (ages 3-9).
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We are fanatical Recess Monkey fans and are so excited to see this collaboration with Josie

Bissette. What a great idea: A fun, colorfully illustrated book (props to Kevan Atteberry!) with

irresistible rhyming that encourages kids to dance? Yes, please! Totally plush "Boogie Legs"? My

kids won't take them off. Two new Recess Monkey songs with a "Best of" compilation? SOLD! This

is a fantastic gift for preschoolers and anyone who wants to dance! Rock on, Recess Monkey!

This is a great book. However we bought it because we also had the tickle monster kit and our kids

loved that book. This book is less of a success at our place. Probably because it is not a new

concept anymore but also because the dancing is less fun than getting tickled. So if you are



wondering which one to buy I'd have to say go with the tickle monster kit.

This is a fun way to bond with older children. It's no where near as good a book as the tickle

monster. I was excited to get it after I have read tickle monster probably 100 times. It's still a fun

read. I would recommend both kits!!

We gave the Boogie Monster Dance Kit to several friends' children as gifts. They love it! In fact, it's

hard to tell who loves it more--the kids or their parents. How fun to get ACTIVE with your little ones

by reading and dancing along to a beautifully illustrated and creatively written book, a book that has

a positive message about how unique and special each child is. The packaging is so beautiful and

it's a great and FUN holiday gift idea!

I love these books - the Boogie Monster and Tickle Monster. Children from babies to even my eight

year old love these stories - and I make sure to buy them for baby shower and birthday presents

both!

I bought this to entertain my 5 year old great -niece who was visiting. She, her 30 year old uncle and

myself read the book first and my niece deemed the book unnecessary and was a bit impatient with

it (she just wanted to boogy!!). I think younger children would appreciate it more. The book makes

the point that any kind of moving you do is OK, have fun, etc. A moot point for my little one--she

takes hiphop classes, afterall:) I wore one monster legging and she wore the other and the three of

us danced our asses off to a pretty cool collection of songs. She loved the song with the corny

jokes! Don't know about the length of interest it will hold, but she already was asking if we could do

it again at Christmas.

I bought this as a Christmas gift for a two year old and she absolutely loves it. She goes crazy over

the little leg covers and loves the music on the included CD. The book is well written and well

illustrated. She is sure to get much enjoyment out of it. Great purchase.

I bought this for my son's Birthday and I was so impressed when it arrived that I sent links to friends

with kids as an idea for their kids for Christmas! It is such a wonderful kit and beautifully presented.
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